Clogged Gutters?
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Why gutters?

Cleaning gutters?

Gutters protect the perimeter of a house by
channeling rain water and melting snow away from the
foundation, landscaping, walls, windows and doors.
The excessive water that pools on the ground can
saturate and deteriorate the foundation, seep into
the basement or crawl space, and crack sidewalks
and driveways in freezing temperatures.
Gutters help prevent leaks in the roof, mold and
mildew. Clogged gutters can cause stains, as well as
rot exteriors and fascia.

Clogged gutters can cause the same expensive damage as no gutters at all. Working with
a trowel to scoop the clutter, along with a hose to wash the residue away, requires access
from the roof or a ladder. But, cleaning gutters is tedious and often dangerous with
thousands of people a year ending up in the emergency room. Hiring someone to do the
job is often expensive.

Why protect gutters?

Leaves are the most common clogging materials in gutters.

Clogged gutters negate their benefits. Depending
on the geographic region, they can fill with leaves,
pine needles, oak tassels, asphalt and other
shingle debris, and nests that harbor infestation.
They can trap stagnant water in the debris
and become a breeding area for mosquitoes.
Dried debris, particularly pine needles, create a
potential fire hazard during drought conditions in
areas prone to forest fires.
In areas subject to winter conditions, clogged
gutters cause dangerous icicles and water
damming, forcing melting water to back under
shingles and leak into the interior. Water in
foundations can freeze, crack and buckle.

Leaves
Pine Needles
Shingle Debris
Oak Tassels

Blocked gutters can cause serious damage from ice and
water damming.
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Gutter guards block debris from entering your gutter by deflecting it and washing it away.
They are available for virtually any gutter size, type and shape, and are easily maintained
using a telescoping water wand to periodically wash off any surface accumulation.

Common gutter debris:

Dry pine needles are highly flammable and a major hazard in
areas prone to forest and brush fires.

Stagnant water in gutters becomes a breeding area for
mosquitoes, earwigs and other pests.

Protect your gutters and your property.

Asphalt Grit
Rodents
Nests
Stagnant Water

Roof Granules
Pollen
AND MORE

Clogged Gutters?
We’re the Solution!
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Optimally-sized mesh openings protect gutters from leaves,
twigs, pine needles, oak tassels, shingle grit and other miniscule
debris that may cause clogging. Made with an exclusive, patented
hemming process that keeps the mesh tight, Xtreme gutter guards
won’t sag or separate. Long-lasting, these gutter guards have a 20year warranty. Finish your installation from a complete selection of
miters.

Blocks virtually
everything from
entering and clogging
gutters, while providing
free flow of rainwater or
melting snow.
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UNDER SHINGLE

l
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Mounts:

.42 Stainless-Steel Mesh, (Surgical-Grade)
440-Micron Opening

MOUNT

MILL

BLACK

Heavy-Duty, .024-Grade Aluminum Body

5”

Fascia
Under Shingle

No 1685
No 1722

No 1801
No 1803

Handles 60 Gallons of Water per Minute

6”

Fascia
Under Shingle

No 1684
No 1723

No 1802
No 1804

Leaf Solution
gutter guards can be
mounted to the fascia
or under the shingle.

Durable Substrate Material

Also Available: HI-FLO XTREME

18 mesh has larger openings for high water volumes in
areas with larger debris or heavy pollen. Available in 5”
and 6”, Mill finish. Ask for details.

20
YEAR

WARRANTY

PACKAGING: 5’ LENGTHS (20 PANELS/BOX)
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Also available
in black

FASCIA MOUNT

Size And Color Options

Exclusive, patented (No. 8,375,644) hemming process (2),
secures the surgical-grade stainless-steel micro-mesh and
substrate to the aluminum body (1 and 3) to eliminate
sagging, providing years of uncompromised use.

Installation and More Information? leafsolutionusa.com
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These are one of the finest, budget-priced gutter guards available. The teardrop shaped perforations break up water beads, unlike circles which have
a tendency to clog and block water from entering the gutter. Simply stated,
New Wave gutter guards outperform the competition in productivity and
functionality. The 4' length is easily handled for fast installation. When properly
installed with with a 7o to 15o slope, leaves, twigs, oak tassels and other debris
are blocked and run off the wave-shaped, textured surface.

new wave
G U T T E R

G U A R D

Protects gutters
from all large debris
while allowing steady
water flow to pass through.

l

l

l

Mounts:
Also available
in bronze.

UNDER SHINGLE

FASCIA MOUNT

BRONZE

5”

Fascia

No 1797

No 1781

6”

Fascia

No 1770

No 1782

5-6”

Under Shingle

No 1792

No 1793

PACKAGING: 4’ LENGTHS (25 PANELS/BOX)
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Rigid .019-Gauge Aluminum
Handles 40 Gallons of Water per Minute
Tear-Drop Perforation

20
YEAR

WARRANTY

MILL

The patented (No. 8,250,813) Tear-drop
shaped perforations prevent water
beads from blocking flow in gutters.

Leaf Solution gutter
guards can be mounted
to the fascia or under the
shingle.

Size And Color Options
MOUNT

NEW! Each panel is pre-cut with
an overlapping tongue for simpler
and faster installation.

Installation and More Information? leafsolutionusa.com
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Miters and Accesories

Leaf Solution Miters are fully compatible with either XTREME or New Wave gutter guards,
under-shingle or fascia-mount installation. Not only do Miters improve the functionality
of gutter guards, but they also provide an extra-strong, unified installation. Miters,
Solution.
DownspoutClogged
CapsGutters?
andWe’re
EndtheCaps
are made from long-lasting .019-gauge aluminum.

Leaf

OUTSIDE MITER

Inside Miter

STRAIGHT MITER

END CAP

INSIDE BAY MITER

For inside roof valleys

TELESCOPES
TO 13 FEET!

Straight Miter

For under dormers and under
upper-story downspouts with
high water volume.

OUTSIDE BAY MITER

INSIDE MITER

Outside Miter
DOWNSPOUT CAP

For outside corners

Inside Bay Miter

Outside Bay Miter

For the unique interior angle
of a bay window

For the exterior corner on
a bay window
WHITE. (5 per Pack)

Straight Miter
BEFORE

5” No 1746
6” No 1745

AFTER

Outside Miter
5” No 1777
6” No 1776

Inside Miter

Leaf Solution Wand
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End Caps

Screws

Corrosion-resistant
stainless-steel mesh
cap screws into end of
downspout to block rodents
and/or other infestation.

WHITE
20L+20R per Pack
FASCIA MOUNT
5” No 1752
6” No 1680
UNDER SHINGLE
5” No 1682
6” No 1683

STAINLESS - #8 Head.
(600 per Pack)
FRONT
.625” No 1697
FASCIA
1.5” No 1652

WHITE. 20 per Pack
2” x 3” No 1783
3” x 4” No 1784

Installation and More Information? leafsolutionusa.com

Bay Miters
OUTSIDE MITER
5” No 1787
6” No 1796
INSIDE MITER
5” No 1789
6” No 1798

20
YEAR

WARRANTY

Designed specifically for cleaning and periodic maintenance of Leaf Solution gutter
guards, this wand generates a high-velocity spray using standard water pressure from
a garden hose. It easily telescopes to 13’ for first and second story installations and
has a directional spray nozzle with an On-Off valve. Custom-made for Leaf Solution,
wands are designed to quickly rid gutter guards of any surface accumulation,
maximizing their performance. No 1769

Downspout Caps

FASCIA MOUNT
5” No 1725
6” No 1726
UNDER SHINGLE
5-6” No 1594
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Family Tradition
Founded in 2001, Leaf Solution is a family-run company that started in the gutter
business and then pioneered gutter guards. Experienced in virtually every variety
of gutter guard, Leaf Solution’s evolution has resulted in 2 proven types - mesh
and perforated - for every application and budget.
These American-made products are manufactured to such high-quality
standards, they are backed with an exclusive 20-year warranty.
Innovation? All miters are fully integrated and compatible with any style Leaf
Solution gutter guard. As a distributor, this means reduced inventory and shelf
space in offering a complete product line. As an installer, securing parts is simple
and there’s minimal waste.
Consumer testing agencies have recognized the Leaf Solution standard of
excellence with the highest of ratings - results that clearly stand above and
outperform the competition.
And, Leaf Solution products are competitively priced!

The assembly and finishing line of Xtreme gutter guards
include a patented (No. 8,375,644) hemming process that
keeps the mesh tight and eliminates sagging or separating.
Unlike other binding processes that may cause crimping,
Xtreme works better, lasts longer, and is covered by an
exclusive 20-year warranty.

By controlling manufacturing in its own facility, Leaf Solution
maintains inventory levels that result in virtually immediate
order fulfillment (24 - 48 hours).

For Distributors ...

120 tons of pressure are
used to stamp and form
New Wave gutter guards.
The exclusive tear-shaped
perforations break up water
beads that often clog in
round perforations and
inhibit proper water flow.

Leaf Solution is fully committed to a complete and
integrated product line, readily available, and backed
by marketing support, brand awareness and personal
customer service reps.

For Installers ...

Leaf Solution is fully committed to a product line that
is competitively priced, easy to install and backed
by a 20-year warranty. Installation suggestions and
trouble-shooting are provided on-line for quick and
easy on-site reference.

WARRANTY

20
YEAR
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For More Information visit: leafsolutionusa.com
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WARRANTY

20
YEAR

Twenty-Year Warranty
Leaf Solution USA warrants to you that the product is
free from defects in material and workmanship during
manufacture and that the finish on the product will not
chip or blister under conditions of ordinary wear. This
warranty is limited to the terms and conditions, exclusions
and limitations, requirements and legal rights stated in its
full description located at leafsolutionusa.com/warranty.
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(855) 996-2326 | sales@leafsolutionusa.com

